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Abstract This paper is perpetrated to inspect the MHD flow and heat transfer of two distinct nonNewtonian fluids across a stretching sheet with the new heat flux theory namely Cattaneo-Christov.
Using this model, one can discern the impact of thermal relaxation time. Casson and viscoelastic
fluids are supposed for the present perusal. The impacts of frictional heat and irregular heat are
accounted. According to the heat variations in the nature or in any other system, the radiation effect
on the flows may be linear or nonlinear. So the current investigation is aimed at nonlinear radiation.
The flow governing equations have been altered as ODE via appropriate transmutations and then
resolved by adopting R-K and Newton calculations. Graphs are displayed to discern the influence
of physical parameters entered into the problem. The shear stress and heat transfer coefficients are
also tabulated. It is inferred that Casson fluid obtains better velocity compared with viscoelastic
fluid. Also, it is essential to disclose that thermal relaxation time exhibits dual behaviour on Casson
fluid temperature. Also there is intensification in thermal boundary layer thickness with the enlargement of temperature ratio or frictional heat.
Ó 2017 Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
If the fluid shows a nonlinear reaction to the strain rate then it
is termed as non-Newtonian fluid. Casson and viscoelastic fluids belong to this category. These fluids exhibit less heat transfer performance when compared to Newtonian fluids. In view
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of this property, there are wider applications in chemical engineering and geophysics with them. Sarma and Rao [1] examined the impact of frictional heating on the motion of
viscoelastic fluids towards a semi-infinite stretching surface.
Subhas and Veena [2] conferred a model to deliberate the viscoelastic fluid flow and used Kummer’s function to provide the
solution. A theoretical investigation on power-law fluid flow
was addressed by Xu and Liao [3]. Sahoo [4] published a
research article to figure out the influence of velocity slip on
third grade fluid flow across a stretching sheet. The articles
[5,6] associate with the motion of pseudo-plastic fluids with
sundry heat transport features. Paramanik [7] addressed the
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flow of Casson fluid accompanied by heat transport towards a
stretching sheet. Recently, Reddy et al. [8] bestowed a mathematical model to investigate the Casson fluid flow with aligned
magnetic field.
The study of MHD deals with the investigation of magnetic
properties of electrically conducting fluids. Salt water, plasma
and liquid metal associate come under this category. The applications of MHD may arise in astrophysics, sensors, engineering and magnetic drug targeting. In particular the magnetic
fields play an essential role in forming the stars. Due to these
leading benefits, the researchers are continuously examining
the magnetohydrodynamic flows. The impact of linear radiation on MHD flow caused by a stationary plate was examined
by Raptis et al. [9]. Hayat et al. [10] constructed a mathematical model to explore the magneto hydrodynamic flows of an
Oldroyd 8-constant fluid between two surfaces using HAM
method. The impact of Lorentz force on the motion of Jeffrey
fluid in an asymmetric geometry was studied by Kothandapani
and Srinivas [11]. In that research problem the flow is induced
by sinusoidal wave trains. After that, Hamad et al. [12] contributed some research work towards nanofluids and presented
the effect of magnetic parameter on the flow through graphs.
Through this study they investigated multi types of nanofluid
flows. Raju et al. [13] explored the impact of thermo diffusion
on the flow of Ethylene glycol based nanofluid. With this study
they stated that Soret number supports the heat transfer
occurrence.
Heat transfer is a key process throughout a number of residential, industrial, engineering and commercial facilities. At
all these locations, heat must efficiently and effectively be
added, removed or transferred from one process to another
to keep the status quo. Also, heat transfer takes place due to
many causes. That may be viscous dissipation (frictional heat),
non-uniform heat source/sink (internal heat generation/
absorption), etc. So we incorporated all the related terms in
the energy equation to study the above said heat transfer attributes. An additional feature is added to the analysis of heat
transfer of viscous fluid flows towards a stretching surface by
incorporating the radiation effect. These radiative effects have
several prominent applications in engineering and physical
sciences. Particularly, these effects are very useful in high temperature processes and space technology. Hakiem [14], Muthucumaraswamy and Senthil Kumar [15] have been reported the
influence of radiation on time dependent flows. Anwar et al.
[16] addressed the stagnation point flow of nanofluid with radiation using Keller-box numerical procedure.
Depending upon the heat variations in the flow regions the
radiation may be linear/nonlinear. In view of this, the researchers [17–19] inquired the characteristics of 3D flow of nonnewtonian nanofluids in which the radiation is nonlinear.
These studies allow us to discern that the temperature ratio
parameter inflates the fluid temperature. Animasaun et al.
[20] investigated the problem of different diffusivities cases of
chemical reactions. This study is performed under the action
of induced magnetic field. The rotating viscoelastic fluid flow
with nonlinear radiation was illustrated by Mustafa et al.
[21]. Many studies [22–24] were executed by the analysts of
fluid mechanics with a view of perceiving the impacts of heat
source/sink on fluid flows with assorted aspects. All of these
studies confirm that heat source (absorption) parameter magnifies (lessens) the temperature distribution in the flow field.
Abel and Mahesha [25] have selected perturbation technique
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to test the effect of non-uniform heat on viscoelastic fluid. Further, Nandeppanavar et al. [26] extended this problem with the
combined existence of magnetic dissipation and non-uniform
heat. The viscoelastic fluid flow due to stretching sheet with
the action of nonuniform heat generation was inspected by
Hsiao [27]. The studies [28,29] deal with the amalgamate
effects of nonlinear radiation and irregular heat on water
based nanofluids. Here the authors used magnetic nanoparticles for the analysis.
An incompressible moment of viscous liquids towards a
stretching surface has salient features in technological processes such as polymer extrusion, and emulsion of coated
sheets. Rajagopal et al. [30] have focused their research
towards non-Newtonian fluid flows due to stretching of a flat
surface. Vajravelu [31] has reported the characteristics of nonNewtonian fluid flows over a stretching sheet. Mahapatra and
Gupta [32,33], suggested a numerical model to inspect the flow
behaviour at the stagnation point. In both of these investigations the flow is supposed across a stretching sheet. Andersson
[34] has formulated a strange mathematical model to explore
the velocity slip effects on the flow driven by a linear surface.
Cortell [35] has deliberated the influence of frictional heat near
the surface (i.e. Eckert number) on viscoelastic fluid flow due
to stretching surface. Sandeep et al. [36] have presented a
strange mathematical model to explore the impact of heat
and mass transfer by considering three distinct nonNewtonian fluids. The time dependent flow of Powell-Eyring
fluid was examined by Krishna et al. [37] to present the dual
solutions for suction and injection cases. Nield [38] has emphasized the importance of frictional heating in the flows. Motivated by this, Partha et al. [39] considered the study of heat
transfer on the flows with viscous dissipation. The influence
of thermophoresis on time dependent flow of nanofluids across
a stretched sheet in a finite thin film was debated by Li et al.
[40]. The impact of heat transport on viscoelastic fluid flow
over a stretching sheet was investigated by Abel and Mahesha
[25].
Numerous researchers exploited the heat conduction law to
investigate the heat transfer phenomenon in fluid flows. Zhang
et al. [41] addressed the impact of varying heat flux along the
surface by taking three distinct nanoparticles in the base liquid.
The occurrence of heat transport has extensive benefits in
drawing of wires, cooling of electronic devices, refrigeration,
etc. Earlier, Fourier [42] heat conduction theory forecasts the
heat transport mechanism at multiple situations. But there is
a major snag with this law as we come across an energy equation of parabolic type which causes initial disruption in the system under we considered. Cattaneo [43] made a change in the
Fourier’s model by adding thermal relaxation time. Christov
[44] amended the Cattaneo’s model by substituting the Oldroyd’s upper-convected derivative in place of ordinary derivative. Finally this model termed as Cattaneo-Christov heat flux
model plays a decisive role in medicine and engineering processes such as power generators, pasteurization of food, and
cooling of an electronic devices. Because of this, the present
researchers are using this model to formulate the energy equation in their problems. Liu et al. [45] and Sui et al. [46]
exploited this model in their recent heat transfer research problems. An interesting comparative study on Newtonian fluid
flows across three different domains was carried out by Reddy
et al. [47]. The studies [48–53] are made to examine the impact
of thermal relaxation time on the flow of various non-
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Newtonian fluids by adopting the new Cattaneo-Christov heat
flux model. All these studies [48–53] are concerned with different heat transfer effects but the flow geometry is stretching
surface.
Viscosity and yield stress variations play a major role in
heat transfer behaviour. This paper focuses on the impact on
heat transfer due to these variations. Through the current
investigation we explored the heat transfer management of
MHD non-Newtonian fluids by utilizing the knowledge of
pre mentioned research papers. Two types of fluids viz. Casson
and viscoelastic fluids have been taken. The strange CattaneoChristov heat flux model is applied to perceive the impact of
thermal relaxation parameter on heat transfer process. Heat
transfer is an important process throughout a number of residential, industrial, engineering and commercial facilities. So we
are mainly interested in exploring the heat transfer attributes
of the two fluids mentioned earlier. The governing equations
are modelled with the existence of viscous dissipation, nonlinear thermal radiation and non-uniform heat source/sink
effects. The R.K. and Newton’s numerical procedures are
adopted to compute the problem solution. Results are presented in the form of plots and numerical values.
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along y-axis. The impacts of non-uniform heat and frictional
heat are retained in the flow equations. The temperatures near
and far away the surface take the constant values Ts ; T1
respectively. The radiation term in the energy equation is
incorporated as nonlinear. The electric and induced magnetic
fields are supposed to be absent.
In the present problem, the Cattaneo-Christov heat flux
theory is employed for the better understanding of heat transfer process. According to the above asserted restrictions, the
resulting boundary layer equations governing the present flow
consideration will be
ux þ vy ¼ 0;

ð1Þ

qðuux þ vuy Þ ¼ lð1 þ c1 Þuyy  qq0 ðuuxyy þ vuyyy  uy uxy
þ ux uyy Þ  rB20 u þ qg bT ðT  T1 Þ;

ð2Þ

qCp ðuTx þ vTy þ bðuux Tx þ vvy Ty þ uvx Ty þ vuy Tx
þ 2uvTxy þ u2 Txx þ v2 Tyy ÞÞ
¼ kTyy þ

16r 3
ðT Ty Þy þ q000 þ lð1 þ c1 Þu2y ;
3k

ð3Þ

The appropriate boundary conditions are
2. Model development
The two-dimensional time independent flow of nonNewtonian fluids induced by the stretching of a sheet is
described in the current investigation. Two different nonNewtonian fluids are supposed. In the Cartesian coordinate
system, the x- and y-axes are supposed to be parallel and perpendicular to the flow surface respectively. The flow geometry
under investigation is depicted in Fig. 1. The sheet is subjected
to stretch with velocity us ðxÞ ¼ px (p is constant) in x-axis
direction. The flow is electrically conducting due to the presence of uniform magnetic field of strength B0 , which is exerted

Fig. 1

u ¼ us ðxÞ; v ¼ 0; T ¼ Ts
u ! 0; T ! T1

at y ¼ 0;
as y ! 1;

ð4Þ

Here, u; v represent the velocity components of the fluid in
x, y-directions respectively, l is the dynamic viscosity, c is the
Casson parameter, q0 is the elastic parameter (for viscoelastic
fluid q0 > 0, for a second grade fluid q0 < 0), r is the electrical
conductivity of the fluid, B0 is the transverse magnetic field
strength, q be the density of the fluid, g is the acceleration
due to gravity, bT is the thermal volumetric coefficient, T is
the temperature of the fluid, T1 is the ambient value of the
temperature, b is the relaxation time of heat flux, k is the

Geometrical interpretation of the flow.
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thermal conductivity, Cp is the specific heat at constant
pressure, r is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and k is the
mean absorption coefficient.
In
the
energy
equation
q000 ¼ kpt ðG ðTs  T1 Þf0 þ



H ðT  T1 ÞÞ, in which G and H are the coefficients of space
and temperature dependent heat source/sink respectively. Here
two cases will arise. They are (i) G > 0, H > 0 for generation
of heat in the flow field and (ii) G < 0, H < 0 absorption of
the heat from the flow.
We introduce the following similarity transformations to
obtain the dimensionless form of governing Eqs. (1)–(4).
@f
u ¼ px @f
; v ¼ p0:5 t0:5 f
T
T1

ð5Þ

¼ 1 þ hhr  h; hr ¼ TT1s ; f ¼ y t0:5 p0:5 ;

Eq. (1) will be satisfied. Further Eqs. (2) and (3) will be converted as
 2
@3f
@2f
@f
ð1 þ c1 Þ 3 þ f 2 
@f
@f
@f
!
 2 2
@f @ 3 f
@ f
@4f
@f

k 2

 f 4  M þ Grh ¼ 0; ð6Þ
@f @f3
@f
@f2
@f
 2 !
@2h
@2h
3
2 @h
þ Rd
ð1 þ hhr  hÞ þ 3ðhr  1Þð1 þ hhr  hÞ
@f
@f2
@f2

2 
@f
@h
@f @h
@ h
þ f2 2
þ G þ H h þ Prf  kPr f
@f
@f
@f @f
@f
 2 2
@
f
¼ 0;
ð7Þ
þ ð1 þ c1 ÞPrEk
@f2
The dimensionless form of the boundary conditions is
f ¼ 0;
@f
@f

@f
@f

¼ 1; h ¼ 1 at f ¼ 0;

! 0; h ! 0;

ð8Þ

as f ! 1;

The dimensionless parameters in Eqs. (6)–(8) are as follows:
k ¼ qt0 p is the viscoelastic parameter, M ¼
netic field parameter, Gr ¼
number, Rd ¼

16r T31
3kk

g bT ðTs T1 Þ
pus

rB20
qp

is the mag-

is the thermal Grashof

is the radiation parameter, hr ¼ TT1s is
tqC

the temperature ratio parameter, Pr ¼ k p is the Prandtl number, k ¼ pb is the thermal relaxation parameter, and
u2 C1

Ek ¼ ðTssTp 1 Þ is the Eckert number.
We have also derived the expressions for friction factor,
local Nusselt number in view of their practical applications
in multitudinous engineering and engineering processes. The
friction factor ðCf Þ and heat transfer coefficient ðNux Þ are given
by

2

1 @ f 
Re0:5
x Cf ¼ ð1  3k Þð1 þ c Þ@f2 
f¼0

ð9Þ
3 @h
Re0:5
Nu
¼
ð1
þ
Rd
h
Þ

x
x
r @f
f¼0

2 1

where Rex ¼ px t

is the Reynolds number.

scheme is exploited for obtaining the problem solution.
Graphs are designed to interpret the behaviour of velocity
and temperature with varying values of flow regulating parameters. Table 2 discloses the impact of same parameters on friction factor and Nusselt number. For acquiring the results, the
values of M ¼ 0:5, Gr ¼ 1:5, Pr ¼ 1, hr ¼ 1:1, Rd ¼ 1:5,
Ek ¼ 1:5, k ¼ 0:2, k ¼ 0:2 and A ¼ B ¼ 0:1 are maintained
as static apart from the values stated in plots and a table. The
solid and dashed lines signify the profiles of Casson and viscoelastic fluids respectively.
Figs. 2 and 3 reveal the impact of magnetic parameter
(M) on velocity and temperature fields. It is apparent that
uplifting values of M drop the fluid velocity. However,
temperature profiles accelerate with M. Generally, boosting
the values of M generates Lorentz force in the flow, which
is capable of declining the flow velocity by acting in the
opposite direction of the flow. As a result, heat will be
generated in the flow field, due to which a hike in the fluid
temperature is also perceived.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the graphical representation of velocity
and temperature distributions for the variation in the values of
thermal Grashof number (Gr). Here, we may discern a quite
opposite behaviour of Figs. 2 and 3. Physically, Grashof number is the ratio between buoyant and restraining forces. This
buoyant force causes an upward force on the fluid. So a raise
in the fluid velocity and depreciation in temperature is noticed
with a hike in Gr. It is essential to state that temperature profiles of the viscoelastic fluid show clear variation than that of
Casson fluid.
The impact of changing the values of radiation parameter
(Rd) on velocity and temperature profiles is displayed with
the aid of Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. It is apparent that both
velocity and temperature of the fluid will pickup with a gain
in the values of Rd. Radiation is a heat transfer process which
transmits the energy through fluid particles. So it yields heat
energy in the flow. Owing to this justification we see the results
of that kind. Figs. 8 and 9 are drawn to observe the variation
in velocity and temperature distributions under the action of
Prandtl number (Pr). Both velocity and temperature profiles
are found to be decreased with a hike in the values of Pr. Since
Prandtl number is inversely proportional to thermal diffusivity
of the fluid, inflating the values of Pr causes depreciation in
fluid temperature. Also, it is understood that the fluids having
low Prandtl number have maximum velocity.
The variations of velocity and temperature of the fluid
under the influence of temperature ratio parameter (hr), Eckert
number (Ek) and non-uniform heat source/sink parameter (G*)
can be visualized through Figs. 10–15. Since temperature ratio
parameter intensifies the heat near the surface, Eckert number

Table 1 Comparison of wall temperature gradient (h0 ð0Þ)
for different values of Pr and k when c ! 1; hr ¼ 1;
G ¼ H ¼ 0; Gr ¼ Rd ¼ Ek ¼ 0.
Pr

k

3. Results and discussion
Eqs. (6) and (7) are in dimensionless form. These are coupled
and nonlinear. So, an efficient R.K. Fehlberg integration

1.0
3.0
10.0

0.1
0.2
0.5

h0 ð0Þ
Abel and Mahesha [25]

Present values

0.57083
1.13944
2.21756

0.57086
1.13949
2.21757
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Table 2 Numerical values of friction factor and heat transfer coefficient for Casson and viscoelastic fluids for different values of flow
parameters.
M

Gr

Rd

Pr

hr

k

Ek

G

0.5
1.5
2.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
0.7
1.0
1.3
1.2
1.5
1.8
0.1
0.5
0.9
0.2
1.2
2.5
0.1
0.5
0.9

Fig. 2

f 00 ð0Þ

h0 ð0Þ

Casson fluid

Viscoelastic fluid

Casson fluid

Viscoelastic fluid

0.3869
0.5355
0.6576
0.4280
0.3327
0.2404
0.1073
0.1025
0.0973
0.0575
0.0813
0.0957
0.0963
0.0815
0.0654
0.4161
0.4021
0.3773
0.5104
0.4323
0.3544
0.5164
0.4981
0.4783

0.8684
1.2321
1.5150
0.9563
0.7105
0.4695
0.0984
0.0726
0.0506
0.0437
0.0116
0.0514
0.0477
0.0002
0.0436
0.7772
0.7789
0.7785
0.8461
0.8003
0.7485
1.0048
0.9817
0.9556

0.3202
0.6740
0.9850
0.1612
0.0637
0.0069
0.1194
0.1445
0.1579
0.1346
0.1472
0.1479
0.1480
0.1436
0.1329
0.1259
0.2524
0.4512
0.3741
0.1320
0.5074
0.4504
0.5713
0.7002

0.0496
0.1792
0.3765
0.0467
0.1198
0.1687
0.3372
0.3238
0.3098
0.2217
0.2709
0.3057
0.2910
0.2367
0.1960
0.1558
0.0985
0.0126
0.4102
0.1768
0.0667
0.0448
0.1500
0.2646

Velocity profiles f0 ðfÞ for variable values of M.

causes frictional heat near the surface and also positive values
of G ; H correspond to heat generation in the flow; therefore,
it is interesting to conclude that a rise in any of these parameters leads to the production of heat energy in the flow field. As
a result we observe a hike in fluid temperature as displayed in
Figs. 11, 13 and 15. Mean while a hike in the values of hr , Ek or
G enlarges the momentum boundary layer thickness. So from
Figs. 10, 12 and 14 we found an enhancement in the fluid
velocity with a rise in the values of hr , Ek and G respectively.

Fig. 3

Temperature profiles hðfÞ for variable values of M.

Figs. 16 and 17 are designed to know the nature of velocity
and temperature fields of Casson and viscoelastic fluid flows in
the presence of thermal relaxation time k. For viscoelastic fluid
flow a decreasing behaviour of velocity and temperature is perceived from Figs. 16 and 17. From the same figures, it is worth
to specify that Casson fluid exhibits dual behaviour on velocity
and temperature profiles for increasing values of thermal relaxation time. Physically thermal relaxation time is the time
needed by the fluid particles to transfer the heat energy to
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Velocity profiles f0 ðfÞ for variable values of Gr.

Temperature profiles hðfÞ for variable values of Gr.

Velocity profiles f0 ðfÞ for variable values of Rd.

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Temperature profiles hðfÞ for variable values of Rd.

Velocity profiles f0 ðfÞ for variable values of Pr.

Temperature profiles hðfÞ for variable values of Pr.
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Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Velocity profiles f0 ðfÞ for variable values of hr .

Temperature profiles hðfÞ for variable values of hr .

Velocity profiles f0 ðfÞ for variable values of Ek.

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

7

Temperature profiles hðfÞ for variable values of Ek.

Velocity profiles f0 ðfÞ for variable values of G .

the surrounding ones. So we perceive a fall in temperature distribution with a rise in the values of k.
The variations in friction factor and local Nusselt number
under the action of various interesting parameters can be discerned from Table 2 for both Casson and viscoelastic fluid
flows. Radiation parameter enhances the heat transfer phenomenon in Casson fluid flow, but an opposite trend is seen
in other fluid. Also, dual behaviour is noted for viscoelastic
fluid with increasing values of thermal relaxation parameter.
Except these two interesting results, it is worth to detect that
increasing or decreasing nature of these quantities is similar
for both fluids. It is easy to understand that magnetic parameter reduces both skin friction and heat transfer coefficients.
But a quite opposite outcome is remarked with thermal
Grashof number. It is clear that a rise in the values of any of
the parameters viz. temperature ratio parameter, Eckert number and non-uniform heat source/sink parameters lessens the
heat transfer coefficient but improves the friction factor. From
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Table 1 it is apparent that present results have good agreement
with the earlier study by Abel and Mahesha [25].
4. Conclusions
This communication gives the solution for the problem of
MHD flow of both Casson and viscoelastic fluids past a
stretching sheet. The problem is based upon some interesting
parameters such as nonlinear radiation and non-uniform heat
source/sink parameters. The energy equation is written with
the existence of Cattaneo-Christov heat flux.

Fig. 15

Temperature profiles hðfÞ for variable values of G .

 The thermal radiation and temperature ratio parameters
should be maintained minimum to control the fluid temperature as they provide heat energy in the flow field.
 It is discerned that heat transfer performance on viscoelastic
fluid is better compared to that of Casson fluid.
 In the flow region, Casson fluid attains more velocity than
viscoelastic fluid.
 Eckert number effectively magnifies the temperature of the
Casson fluid than viscoelastic fluid.
 Increasing values of thermal relaxation parameter exhibit
significant variation on viscoelastic fluid compared to Casson fluid.
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